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Exclusive dog furniture by WOOD&WANJA
With his brand Oxnschwanz-Bavaria, Wanja Ruoff, Berlin-based designer and
founder of the label WOOD&WANJA, has redefined your dog’s favourite spot.
Elegant and sophisticated in their design, these pieces of furniture are sure to
improve the living ambience for both dog and master.

Oxnschwanz-Bavaria unique and dog
lovers envious of their four-legged friends.
www.oxnschwanz-bavaria.de
www.woodnwanja.com
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Oxnschwanz-Bavaria was created out of
necessity. The initial idea for the one-ofa-kind dog furniture crossed designer
Wanja Ruoff’s mind when he wanted to
build a wooden basket for his own dog
Bali. At first quite rough, over the years
the concept was developed into a design
that now features a perfect balance of
aesthetics and functionality.
“The key is in the simplicity,” says
Ruoff, who founded WOOD&WANJA
in 2010. “For me, good design primarily
signifies to progressively omit distractions
and focus on the essence of the design, as
less is more.” In practise this means that

the Oxnschwanz-Bavaria comes in three
sizes (40, 60 and 80 centimetre diametre)
and is suitable for all dog or cat sizes.
Each model of the OxnschwanzBavaria is handmade. 111 work steps are
needed to complete the 11 significant
features of it. In terms of the design,
customers are invited to choose from
selected wood and fabric to individualise
their animals’ new premium retreat.
Regarding the furniture’s purist wooden
feel, Ruoff puts a clear emphasis on
natural beauty and in that way carves
out the material’s special character. It is
this dedication to detail that makes the

Functional dog-walking bags for trendy humans
“The initial idea developed out of our own requirements. We both own dogs and
felt the need for a suitable solution for all the utensils humans and dogs need
while on the go,” says Julia Kothes who, together with Sabine Kirschner, founded
the brand WILD HAZEL in 2012.
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The current range includes four dogwalking bags in different sizes and
for different purposes - from meeting
friends for a coffee to dog training, long
countryside walks or travels. The bags,
holding everything from keys and mobile
phones to leads, dog toys and training
equipment, are designed by Kothes and
Kirschner in cooperation with designers
with equal attention paid to their style,
quality and functionality.
The bags come in four elegant colours
and are “stylish, charming and show our
passion for detail,” says Kothes. “That is
why they are also popular with people
who do not own dogs, as they are ideal
all-rounders for any occasion.”
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But the bags are also robust, weather
resistant and offer many useful features
such as organisers, which separate soiled
dog utensils from personal articles. A
specially designed strap wraps around
the hips and keeps the bag in place at all
times. It prevents the bag from shifting or

swinging while on the go and allows users
to bend down to pick up dog toys and balls
while the bag stays where it belongs.
Matching WILD HAZEL accessories
such as feeding and poo pouches are also
available to help make the next dog walk
more relaxed than ever.
www.wild-hazel.de
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